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Abstract
This essay examines the provision of media (especially broadcasting) in Wales and considers recommendations made in key reviews and reports which have sought to bring about change in how the media serve people in a devolved Wales. It provides a critical insight into how these debates have developed since 2008 and reveals how some of the monumental economic, policy, production and technological changes that have affected broadcast and digital media internationally have taken shape in Wales specifically. The chief aim is to identify how a distinctly Welsh media policy agenda is developing in the context of devolution. This research is timely given the growing political pressure from several parts of the UK both for greater accountability of broadcasting to the nations of the UK and also for substantive devolution of powers over broadcasting to their governments. The essay argues that media scholars need to pay further attention to how policy evolves in the context of multi-governmental levels such as those existing in the devolved nations of the United Kingdom.
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This essay critically examines the provision of media in Wales and considers recommendations made by a series of key reports which have sought to bring about change in how the media serve the people of a devolved Wales. The chief aim is to identify how a distinctly Welsh media policy agenda is developing in the context of devolution. ​[1]​ The essay argues that media scholars need to pay further attention to how policy evolves in the context of multi-governmental levels such as those existing in Northern Ireland, Scotland and Wales which comprise the devolved nations of the United Kingdom. It draws upon research conducted by the authors as part of the Wales Media Audit 2015 (specifically the Review of Policy Development, 2015: 124-138), which was carried out by the Institute of Welsh Affair’s Media Policy Group, a voluntary body of media experts and academics. Because the last substantive audit of media in Wales was published in 2008, the policy group focussed its analysis on the period 2008-2015 (for analysis of earlier periods, see Andrews 2006; IWA 2008). We critically reviewed reports and academic research on the media in Wales published between 2008-2015 by more than a dozen organisations including the Welsh Government, the UK Department for Media, Culture and Sport (DCMS), the Electoral Commission, OFCOM, the UK’s communication regulator, the Commission on Devolution in Wales​[2]​, and the BBC Trust (for a list of all reports, see Wales Media Audit, 2015). Surveys were also used to gather updated information from the broadcasters in Wales, though some of this data remained confidential due to commercial sensitivity. A complete, pre-publication draft of the Media Audit Report was shared via the IWA’s website with an open invitation to members of the public and stakeholders to share comments, offer corrections and challenge findings, and some changes were duly made to the final published report as a result. This methodological strategy was itself a deliberate intervention by the Media Policy Group geared towards nurturing collaborative policy-making. 
In 1998, shortly after resigning from his post as Secretary of State for Wales, Ron Davies, claimed that ‘devolution is a process’ not an event. This has been endorsed not only by political developments, notably the 2011 referendum to increase the primary law-making powers devolved to Wales, but also by the evolution of Welsh politics and a growing sense that a distinctly Welsh public sphere requires, amongst other things, a robust media analysis of government’s actions. Political scientists such as Roger Scully have noted how ‘devolution has placed the primacy of a ‘British’ perspective on Welsh political life into severe question’ (Scully, 2011:74) while others such as Charles Jeffery argue that ‘devolution has opened up, rather than ‘‘settled’’ the scope for debate about political community in the UK’ (2009: 91).
Although many areas of public policy including education, aspects of the creative industries and health have been devolved to the Welsh Government, broadcasting remains a power reserved to Westminster. This means that the Welsh Government has no legislative powers or control over broadcasting, including public service broadcasting through the medium of Welsh. However, several aspects of media policy including business, culture and heritage have been devolved to the Welsh Government. Media policy in Wales is the product of multi-governmental level policy-making. In other contexts where political, state and national boundaries are coterminous, a specifically national approach to broadcasting systems may appear common sensical. While numerous scholars have, to different degrees, stressed the increasingly global nature of media systems, including at the level of production, sales and regulation (Castells, 2009; Hardt and Negri 2001; Lunt and Livingston 2013), arguably the primary (but not sole) frame for many aspects of media provision and regulation remains the nation-state. As Sabina Mihelj argues, ‘in often hardly noticeable ways, national belonging continues to inform people’s perceptions of the world, collective memories and expressions of belonging. It is also repeatedly used to legitimate, as well as to challenge, the functioning of representative institutions, and to further collective action’ (2011: 1). However, the devolved nature of the UK and the porousness of its media systems as they operate across the UK’s internal national boundaries makes such an alignment far from easy. Philip Schlesinger makes this point when he argues that ‘multilevel government coupled with multinationality, multiethnicity and multicultures adds to the complexity of how we must conceive of the shaping of cultural and communications policy’ (Schlesinger 2009: 9). This essay is premised on the assumption that media scholars need to consider challenges to specifically nation-state models of media policy not just from the perspectives of globalisation but also from the trend internationally towards ‘the decentralization of government within developed democracies’ (Jeffery, 2009: 290). 
As devolved politics have developed, the normative nation-state framework for media systems has come to be challenged. For example, in Wales, as in Scotland and Northern Ireland (see Iorwerth, 2011; Ramsey, 2015; Schlesinger, 1998) there has been much public discussion about whether full or partial responsibility for broadcasting in Wales should be devolved to the Welsh Government. In their submission on broadcasting to the Silk Commission, the Welsh Conservative Group in the National Assembly for Wales stated their support for a 'mechanism for joint accountability to both the Assembly and the UK Parliament' (2013: 4). Meanwhile, Plaid Cymru ‘wants to see further powers over broadcasting devolved to Wales. This would include full responsibility for and funding for S4C; a BBC Trust for Wales and greater Welsh representation in Ofcom’ (Plaid Cymru, 2014: 2-3).  In contrast the Labour government in Wales has stated that ‘it does not agree with those who argue that…broadcasting should now be devolved’ (cited in Commission on Devolution in Wales, 2014: 96). In his analysis of Welsh arts policy, Paul Chaney points out that 'devolution means that policy' is no longer the preserve of the state at a federal level but instead is 'also mandated in meso-ballots where regionalist parties have greater influence and contrasting policy priorities - and crucially where they may use the arts to express national identity, further attempts at nation-building, and pursue the goal of "regional" autonomy' (Chaney, 2015: 612). Arguably this dynamic is visible in the cross-party Commission on Devolution in Wales which recommended in 2014 that ‘responsibility for funding the public expenditure element of S4C should be devolved to the National Assembly for Wales’ and called also for the creation of a ‘devolved governance body’ for the BBC ‘within the UK Trust framework’ (Commission on Devolution in Wales, 2014: 101). 
As political power has moved outwards from Westminster via the process of devolution, the English-language press and broadcasting media systems in Wales have tended to remain static or even retrench to a more centralised and concentrated ownership model with major editorial operations and commissioning decisions taking place outside the borders of Wales in the offices of both the main British broadcasters and the owners of local and regional press titles. This argument may strike the reader as peculiar given the BBC’s prominent policy, launched in 2008, to move 50% of production spend beyond the M25 principally through new bases in Salford, Glasgow and Cardiff. However, as discussed below what this has actually meant in Wales is growth in production of network programmes; the English-language content produced at the BBC’s flagship Roath Lock drama studios is overwhelmingly orientated to a UK-wide and international audience, not to Wales specifically. This distinction matters, we would argue, because national media systems ought to provide diverse representations of the nation to itself. Indeed this very conviction underlies the BBC’s current charter which lists amongst its public purposes the duty to ‘sustain citizenship and civil society’ and to ‘represent the UK, its nations, regions and communities’.

This contradictory dynamic – between the devolution of powers to the nations from London and the concomitant retrenchment of media power in London and England - underscores many of the arguments between individuals and organisations in Wales on the one hand and representatives of the major UK corporations and commercial companies on the other. Indeed Williams goes so far as to argue with reference to the press in Wales that Trinity Mirror, the most prominent publisher of local newspapers in Wales, is ‘more concerned with the financial interests of shareholders and London-based executives than the public interest and the strength of the Welsh public sphere’ (2013: 75).

Crisis what crisis?
Wales thus faces something of a paradox.  The process of devolution is continuing apace and while there is an imminent prospect of further powers for the National Assembly and Welsh Government, coverage of matters relating to Wales is in danger of significantly diminishing, both within Wales and across the rest of the UK. There is worrying evidence of serious contraction in the media serving Wales. While on the surface it may appear as if citizens and consumers are being well served, with increasing improvements of connectivity coming to most parts of Wales and a proliferation of television channels and social media, the truth behind this apparent media abundance is far more complex. Since 2008, for example, there has been a significant reduction in spend, range and diversity of television programmes available both in the English and Welsh languages specifically for viewers in Wales.  The total reduction in spend on television programming for Wales across BBC and ITV is greater than the corresponding reductions in any of the other devolved nations of the UK, from £39 million to £27 million (Ofcom, 2015). Several commercial radio services have closed and ownership of those that remain has consolidated into three main groups, with greater networked programming and reduced local content, while newspaper circulations of the few titles produced in Wales have declined significantly.  It is especially striking to set these figures in the context of the National Assembly’s own short history. ‘In 1999, the year the National Assembly was created, the Western Mail’s circulation was a little over 55,000. By 2003, at the end of the Assembly’s first term, it had fallen to 45,000’ (Osmond 2013). Currently it is fewer than 20,000 (ABC data cited by Thomas, 2015). 
Widespread closure of Welsh local newspapers (Williams 2013), substantial cuts to editorial roles in the Welsh press (Shipton 2016), declining readership for many national UK newspapers several of which have drastically cut staff on the ground in Wales (see Osmond, 2013), together with substantial cuts to public service broadcasters in Wales, especially the BBC and S4C (see IWA 2015) have resulted in a Welsh media environment where plurality and sustainability are major concerns for trade unions, media professionals, politicians and campaigners. Most of all, these changes potentially threaten the capacity of citizens to remain informed, educated and entertained about the nation in which they live, work and vote. 
Many of these challenges are not unique to Wales. The decline of press advertising in the digital era and the consequent threat to the longstanding press business model is common across the Western world. However, as Schlesinger (2014) notes, the ways in which different small nations negotiate these changes varies and is reflective of ‘how each political culture has evolved’ (p.6). In social democratic Nordic countries, for example, a consensus has emerged around state intervention which accounts for why subsidising the national press is ideologically acceptable in Denmark and Norway whereas ‘presently it would be unimaginable for such a policy to be applied to the press’ (ibid.) in the UK. In a similar vein Trine Syvertsen et al (2014) argue that while there are common debates across the Western world about the value and future of public service broadcasting, the iterations of public service broadcasting and the policy-making that helps inform its development differ from country to country.  
In Wales, as in the rest of the UK, public service broadcasters have played a major part in supporting and developing the cultural life of the nation, providing a wide range of programmes and other content about life in Wales. While advocates of public service broadcasting may point to the economic contribution made by PSBs in their investment in content, export, jobs and infrastructure, it is at least as important to recognize the cultural and linguistic contribution made by PSBs to the publics they serve. Such media organisations are vital cultural institutions. Viewing of BBC is higher in Wales than in the other regions and nations of the UK (Ofcom, 2015: 43). Left to the market alone, there would probably be little, if any, provision of dedicated content for viewers and listeners in Wales. It is unsurprising then that in an environment where the capacity of markets to provide national media content is profoundly limited, the significance of - and support for - public service models of provision is far greater. It is also why the future of public service broadcasting specifically has occupied centre stage in public debates since devolution about the health of the media in Wales and its capacity to foster a comprehensive Welsh public sphere. There is not space here to review the literature on the public sphere nor to assess its relationship to the history of public life and media institutions in Wales specifically. However, we present the idea of a comprehensive Welsh public sphere firstly as a response to evidence presented here (and elsewhere) that the media ecology in Wales is not consistently supporting an informed citizenry, and secondly as a provocation to media policy-makers and institutions to attend to this deficit with urgency and imagination. Devolution leads to multilevel government which in turn means a more complex configuration of public spheres. A comprehensive Welsh public sphere would be rich in universally accessible information and diverse forms of cultural representation of, by and for the people of Wales while also reflecting the reality that Wales is a devolved nation within the UK.  
Moreover, we may recall here Syvertsen’s warning that it is misleading for media scholars to approach discussion of policy debates as if there were a homogenous, linear model of public service broadcasting. Media policy emerges from within the context of public policy more generally. The emphasis on public service remains strong in Wales partly because markets free from public service requirements do not offer a substantive alternative for Wales-specific content. The Welsh Government’s creative industries policies have developed during the period of neoliberalisation (see Hesmondhalgh et al, 2015) in which an emphasis on intellectual property rights, markets, deregulation and entrepreneurism has been preeminent. However, it is vital to recognise the countervailing salience of public service as an enduring ethos that informs not just policy debates about media but also the role of the welfare state more broadly. Wales has never elected a Conservative Welsh government; the Labour party in Wales has consistently been in government either by itself or in coalition with either the Liberal Democrats (2001 - 2003) or Plaid Cymru (2007-11). At times in its recent history, Welsh Labour has actively sought to distinguish New Labour from Labour in Wales, rhetorically expressed by the former First Minister, Rhodri Morgan (2002) as ‘clear red water’ (see also Chaney 2015: 623). None of this means that media policy in Wales runs directly counter to wider UK media policy. Rather the point is to understand that a different emphasis exists in terms of the values of public service broadcasting vis à vis arguments premised on the idea that consumer choice could readily be realised by market provision. 
One consequence of the lack of a dedicated national press in Wales has been that broadcasting has historically filled the gap and developed as the main source of news for people living in Wales. Concerns about the democratic deficit have, if anything, grown in recent years even as technological developments such as the expansion of high-speed broadband, video on demand and social media have provided new opportunities for public communication. As Rhodri Talfan Davies (controller BBC Cymru Wales) notes, the BBC’s
own research shows very clearly that the public’s understanding of politics and public policy in Wales lags considerably behind their grasp of UK-wide politics. Despite nine in every ten adults saying they have a real interest in news about Wales, our latest survey found just half of adults in Wales could name which party was in government at Cardiff Bay, and only 31% could name Wales’ First Minister unprompted (2014).
These contradictory realities of dynamic devolutionary politics and policy-making on the one hand, and a contracting provision of media in Wales on the other, make an analysis of the state of the mediated nation timely and vital. Critics point out that there is a real risk that in building a democracy in Wales there will be no meaningful conduit by which information on the activities of Government and civic society will be able to reach Welsh citizens.  Based on current trends, in the future there may only be limited public discussion of Welsh affairs and very little scrutiny of the actions and policies of government in Wales in the media. This is a concern both in terms of news provision in Wales produced specifically for Welsh readers, listeners and audiences but also in terms of the extent and quality of news reporting in UK media about Wales and devolution more broadly. However the value of PSB cannot be reduced to information in the form of news and current affairs alone. As Enric Castelló argues, ‘A nation needs its own fiction. It is for this reason that many countries have used fictional narratives to create a self-image’ (Castelló 2007: 49; see also Blandford et al, 2010: 3). The steep decline in on-screen representations of Wales in English, including in genres such as arts, comedy, drama and light entertainment, means that PSBs’ capacity to enrich the nation’s cultural life and represent the diversity of Welsh society is also greatly inhibited. Moreover, research undertaken for BBC Audience Council Wales by Blandford, Lacey, McElroy and Williams (2010) concluded that:
viewers have a tacit expectation that the BBC should ‘represent the UK nations and regions’ (BBC Charter 2006). However there is a widespread view that the BBC, with other broadcasters, does not consistently live up to this expectation (2010: 89).
This perception is held not only by audiences but also by television producers and policy advisors in Wales. Writing as then chair of the Welsh Government’s Creative Industries Sector Panel, Ron Jones (executive chairman Tinopolis) argued that:

The approach taken by the BBC has not been to our advantage. Firstly, they have chosen high cost drama that produces few hours and little network portrayal of Wales. Secondly, the absence of most other genres creates an industrial mono-culture that precludes a balanced television economy (2011). 

The considerable success of BBC Wales television drama commissions for the UK-wide BBC network with series such as Dr Who masks the reality of a major decline for ‘Wales has seen the biggest decrease, by more than a fifth, in spend on nations’ programming since 2008’ (OFCOM 2014). Angela Graham (freelance television producer and chair of the IWA Media Policy Group) has argued that:

We cannot be complacent about the welcome success of network product. Although that benefits Wales in many important ways it is, more often than not, content which is not culturally specific to Wales. It could be made anywhere (2014).

The media have a vital contribution to make in ensuring an informed citizenry, sustaining a vibrant public sphere and enhancing the status of the Welsh language as a popular, modern vehicle for communication between citizens themselves and between citizens and the institutions of civic society and the state (see Tomos 1982; Williams, 2003). Scholars such as Barlow et al (2005), Davies (1994) and Medhurst (2005) have noted how, in the absence of long-established independent civic institutions in Wales, the media has played a pivotal role in representing Welsh cultural life and civic identities. As Leighton Andrews has argued, ‘without the Welsh broadcast media, a sense of a Welsh identity distinct from the English might be hard to identify’ (2006: 193). 

Wales, language and public service broadcasting

Historically these arguments have been especially salient to the campaign to establish and then to support the Welsh-language public service broadcaster, S4C. As Elin Haf Gruffydd Jones points out, ‘television enables a language community to speak to itself’ and it ‘can build and strengthen that community’s sense of collective identity’ (2007: 190).  In the context of minority-languages, media power refers both to the deleterious linguistic effects of an ecology in which the mass media operate solely or predominantly through the medium of dominant languages but also more constructively as the potential power minority-language media possess to sustain threatened languages and cultures (see Cormack and Hourigan, 2007). Whilst only a minority of people living in Wales speak Welsh, there is widespread public support for the channel and these two factors – public support and established political campaigning – helps explain why the cuts to S4C’s funding in 2010 (down from £100 million in 2010 to £82.2 million by 2015-6) as part of the UK Coalition Government’s austerity package were met with both public resistance and political criticism from all the parties in the then Welsh Assembly. For example, several public rallies were called by Cymdeithas yr Iaith Gymraeg (The Welsh Language Society), which had lead the campaign for a Welsh-language channel in the 1970s and early 1980s. 

INSERT FIGURE 1 (uploaded separately)

A key area of debate was the potential consequence of the transfer of responsibility for the bulk of S4C’s budget from DCMS to BBC Trust from 2013. This was a significant structural change which meant that the BBC licence fee would, for the first time, become the main source of S4C’s income. In particular, concerns mounted regarding how two rival PSBs would maintain their editorial independence when sharing income and when one broadcaster, the BBC, was so vastly greater in size and prominence across the UK than the other exclusively Welsh broadcaster, S4C. Allied to this concern, however, was the very fact that such a major change to a PSB’s funding arrangements could be made by Westminster without the Welsh Assembly Government having any direct say in the matter. It was not just finance but democratic accountability that was at stake in the DCMS’ action, and it revealed quite starkly the asymmetrical nature of the existing arrangement of territorial powers within the UK. A letter signed on 9 October, 2010 by the leaders of all four parties in the Welsh Assembly insisted that ‘the far-reaching changes which have been announced should be the subject of an independent review commissioned jointly by the UK Government and the Welsh Assembly Government.’ They continued:

the review should put the delivery of high quality Welsh language broadcasting at its heart recognising that S4C has been the institution that has secured such a service since its creation […] it is time for a comprehensive examination of all aspects relating to the governance and regulatory oversight of S4C, including where political responsibility should lie, on the basis of ensuring a secure and sustainable funding stream for the channel. 

Despite this rare political consensus within the Welsh Assembly, the call for a review of S4C was not heeded for another six years (an independent review will begin in early 2017) by which point the BBC had already taken over responsibilities for the majority of S4C’s funding while facing the requirement to cut £550m a year from its own budget by 2020. In the end it was neither rallies nor letters in Wales that was the catalyst for a review. Instead debates in Parliament provided an opportunity for criticisms by Welsh Conservative MPs Guto Bebb and Simon Hart of their own government’s actions. This in turn lead, firstly, to the Secretary of State John Whittingdale reversing cuts to S4C’s budget announced in the Chancellor’s 2015 autumn statement and secondly, to the freezing of the existing grant to S4C for 2016 ahead of a comprehensive review of S4C announced on 3 February 2016. Both Bebb and Hart spoke publicly of the Conservative party’s manifesto commitment to S4C and argued that the proposed cuts would mean a broken political promise and that in a year when elections to the Welsh Assembly would take place. The echo of early political struggles was audible here for it was the decision by Home Secretary Willie Whitelaw in Margaret Thatcher’s Conservative government in 1979 to renege on the promise to provide a Welsh fourth channel that led to escalating protests, civil disobedience and the threat of a hunger strike by the then leader of Plaid Cymru, Gwynfor Evans MP. 

While there is not space here for a micro-analysis of the cuts to S4C and their effects since 2010, we want to summarise key points regarding what we might learn from this recent history. Firstly, Welsh-language public service broadcasting continues both to command public support and elicit organized political action by activists who regard minority-language media as a vital component of a meaningful Welsh public sphere. Secondly, this public support is reflected in the shared support in principle for Welsh-language public service broadcasting in the Welsh Assembly, notwithstanding political differences that may exist in terms of the precise structure and funding-levels of S4C. Thirdly, it makes evident the fact that power over the future of Welsh-language broadcasting lies in Westminster no matter how anomalous such an arrangement may seem to many in Wales. Fourthly however it also demonstrates the potential for Welsh MPs to hold DCMS to account on Welsh-medium broadcasting even though this would seem to be a drop in the ocean compared to the overall changes which both the previous Coalition government (2010-15) and the current Conservative government (2015- ) have been able to make to public service broadcasting in Wales.
 
A more recent feature of the debate on the service offered by the media to Wales is the quality and diversity of its offering through the English-language. An increasingly prominent feature of the debate on the media in Wales has been the comparisons drawn between the service offered to Welsh-speakers through the provision of S4C and Radio Cymru (the BBC’s Welsh-language radio station) on the one hand, with the lack of a comparable service to viewers and listeners in Wales on the other.  While Radio Wales means there is a sustained English-language radio service, the same is not true for television. For example, Ron Jones (2010), executive chairman Tinopolis Group, one of the UK’s largest independent production companies, argued that:

The breadth and depth of English language television for Wales compares very badly with that in Welsh. English language television is a key component of creating the new Wales and reinforcing the feeling of what it is to be Welsh. The Welsh language will not survive a Wales that no longer know or understands what it is to be Welsh […] The BBC may see its commitment to Wales as being more easily served by shipping in network productions than by making programmes for Wales.
Indeed this argument has become sufficiently prominent in public debate about the future of Welsh broadcasting that shortly after his appointment as Director General of the BBC, Tony Hall himself confessed that:
English language programming from and for Wales has been in decline for almost a decade […]. It means, inevitably, that there are some aspects of national life in Wales that are not sufficiently captured by the BBC’s own television services in Wales, and I would include comedy, entertainment and culture in those categories. Does this matter? Of course it does: the vitality of any nation must surely rest on more than its journalism. One cannot fully realise a nation’s creative potential or harness its diverse talents through the important, but narrow, prism of news (Hall, 2014).
At the time of writing, however, there is little evidence of concrete action being advanced on the basis of Hall’s trenchant analysis. Nonetheless it is striking that increased concern with the provision of English-language television for Wales has not resulted in major opposition to Welsh-language services per se. Instead there appears to have been a growing acceptance of bilingual media provision as the necessary condition for what Jones above terms ‘the new Wales’ media ecology. It remains debatable both whether a comprehensive Welsh public sphere exists and whether media in Wales when taken as a whole are supporting the attainment of such an ideal in a sufficiently plural and diverse fashion. It is to this matter that this essay now turns. 

Plurality 
A key theme to emerge from our review of the policy literature was plurality in the media in Wales. Much of this debate focussed on English-language news provision, particularly on television. This is due in large part to challenges facing the future of ITV’s public service provision in Wales as part of the new Channel 3 license agreements. In its Communications Market Report for Wales, OFCOM (2014:55) notes that 53% of respondents to Ofcom research cited television as their main source of local news followed by the Internet (13%) and radio/newspapers (12%). A feature of UK media policy in recent years has been diminishing levels of regulation of commercial broadcasting including reductions in the public service obligations of broadcasters such as ITV and Channel 5. Development in this area provides another example of how the driving forces behind media policy emerge from UK-wide trends (the decline in television advertising revenue having been an important feature of the debate over ITV’s public service obligations), but have specific effects and consequences for media policy debate in Wales and for the nascent ideal of a Welsh public sphere.
One such example is commercial radio. The concept of an All Wales Commercial Radio Licence emerged in 2008 when the former owner of Real Radio, the Guardian Media Group (GMG), was awarded an FM licence for mid and north Wales. The Group already held the licence for Real Radio in South Wales and it successfully applied to Ofcom to enable pan-Wales programming to be shared across the two licence areas, effectively creating a commercial radio service for the whole of Wales.  However, during this decade UK commercial radio revenues came under severe pressure as the internet emerged as a viable, local as well as global, advertising medium.  Faced with this threat to the financial viability of commercial radio, the regulator responded by allowing significant deregulation, with substantially reduced local content obligations and liberalisation of the location rules, in order, as Ofcom saw it, to secure sustainability. Radio groups responded through a process of market consolidation with local independent stations being networked to form big UK brands such as Smooth, Heart and Capital - a strategy driven by the need to generate revenues in the face of significant fixed costs. In Wales there were extensive mergers with plurality of ownership effectively reduced to three radio groups serving Wales.
While much of the policy debate during 2015-16 focussed on the BBC (which also provides S4C with its Welsh-language news programmes), it is vital to acknowledge the major role played by ITV in the Welsh news media ecology. Its output ensures that there is a genuine alternative source of news provision for viewers in Wales. The early evening ITV News Wales at Six reaches around 800,000 people a week in Wales and its share of viewing has grown from 16.9% in 2011 to just under 20% in 2014 (data provided by ITV Cymru Wales). ITV also contributes to Welsh current affairs with programmes such as the investigative Wales this Week and the weekly politics show Sharp End together with Y Byd ar Bedwar a Welsh-language current affairs series made for S4C. 
Concerns emerged in 2009 that ITV could hand back its Channel 3 licence for Wales and the West of England. Analysis by Ofcom suggested that the costs associated with providing the Channel 3 service exceeded the financial benefits of holding the licence, which included the requirement to provide news, current affairs and other programmes for viewers in Wales. As noted by the Welsh Affairs Parliamentary Select Committee (2009), it seemed likely that ITV would not be able to maintain its service. In the same year, the Digital Britain White paper (2009) focused on issues of plurality of public service content, particularly in the nations in the digital age, but it did not recommend removing the Channel 3 licensees’ obligations to provide news for the nations and regions before 2016. Following Ofcom’s Second PSB review in 2009, ITV agreed to maintain the Channel 3 service but with reduced public service commitments for ITV Wales. Throughout this period there were regular calls for an all Wales licence for ITV/Channel 3 by bodies such as the Ofcom Advisory Committee for Wales (Ofcom ACW Phase 1 and 2), the Broadcasting Committee (2008), the Broadcasting Advisory Group (2008) and the National Assembly for Wales (2012). In 2011, ITV promised to maintain the existing level of programming for Wales recognising the value of national programming and in 2014, ITV renewed its PSB licence. The award of ITV’s new Channel 3 licence specifically for Wales in 2014, means that provision of news, current affairs and other programming will continue at existing levels until 2024. This represents four hours of news and 90 minutes of non-news programming per week. 
However, in 2009 the Labour government had also proposed an alternative solution to the challenge of maintaining plurality in the nations and regions, based on ideas initially set out in Ofcom's second review of public service broadcasting, 'based on the establishment of independently funded consortia to provide an alternative source of news to the BBC' (OFCOM 2009: 1).
James Stewart has argued that these proposed independently funded news consortia (IFNCs) could have 'produced innovative ideas for an alternative supply of public service journalism to compete with the BBC.  He describes how the IFNC for Wales might have operated:
Imagine a news service – rooted in Channel 3 - for a small country of 3 million people which went beyond a daily half-hour TV programme, morning and hourly bulletins and a limited web site.  The newsgathering operation would be fed by staff in bureaux across Wales (which ITV no longer has) and a network of local newspapers and radio stations (the consortium). The service would include a fully-fledged web site with opportunities for citizens to contribute and participate. The outputs would include a supply of news (like a Welsh PA service) available to all non-commercial outlets (as well as the members of the consortium) including local websites and blogs, community radio and local TV.  The blogosphere – such as it is in Wales – could become a central feature of the networked service.

However this bold initiative was cancelled in 2010 by Jeremy Hunt, Culture Secretary who favoured investment in broadband and the development of local TV stations across the UK.  To date, only two such stations, Made in Cardiff and Bay TV, have launched in Wales, although Ofcom has also licensed a station in Mold. It is worth noting that Made in Cardiff is owned by Made Television Ltd which is based in Leeds.  
While one could argue that plurality in Welsh television news in the English-language has been preserved, the press in Wales is increasingly characterised by concentration of ownership, title closures, job losses and declining advertising revenue. In his submission to the parliamentary Welsh Affairs Committee’s Broadcasting in Wales Inquiry, Martin Shipton (chief reporter and father of the NUJ Chapel at Media Wales), argued that strategic decisions by the press to give free access to online content on the basis that increased digital advertising revenues would follow and cover costs of content production have proved fallacious. Thus:
Newspaper companies, and their associated websites, are facing tough times not primarily because of “unfair” competition from the BBC, but because of strategic decisions they have taken and because of revolutionary changes in patterns of advertising. It follows that the greatest threat to media plurality in Wales comes from the inherent weakness of the media companies themselves (2016).
Trinity Mirror, which owns Wales Online, has argued that it is contributing to plurality, noting in conversation with members of the IWA Media Policy Group that this more populist tabloid web site has reached an average of 5 million hits per month (though consistent standards for evaluating the impact of web based news services have yet to be established). Still, as Shipton points out there are major issues with the business model - the readership is moving online, but the bulk of revenues currently still come from print, which is challenging for sustainability. However, this is an evolutionary scenario - it could be that mainstream traditional advertisers do not yet fully trust online in terms of reach and impact.  It is possible that with the development of convergent media, Wales Online could develop as a ‘third voice’, balancing BBC and ITV.  However, the NUJ has been openly critical of Wales Online's reliance on 'Click Bait' and recently successfully opposed the introduction of performance targets for journalists based on numbers of clicks.
While public subsidy of broadcasting is long established, political support for subsidising newspapers has been patchy. Most Welsh-language periodicals receive public subsidy; Golwg, a weekly print publication receives public subsidy from the Welsh Books Council. Golwg 360 created in 2008 as a Welsh-language online news service also receives public subsidy through the Welsh Books Council. In contrast, English-language news has continued to be seen as a matter for markets. The National Union of Journalists (2015) have argued that more public efforts could be made to support Welsh journalism for example in the form of grant support for news start-ups in those areas of Wales that have little or no local news provision. Research conducted by scholars at Cardiff University’s Centre for Community Journalism (see Williams et al 2014; Howells 2015) testifies to the contribution hyper-locals make to local Welsh news but also suggests that the scale of such outfits means that they do not pose a sustainable pan-Wales alternative to daily printed newspapers. It is hard to see how the ideal of a Welsh public sphere can be fully realised within the current pattern of increasingly restricted news content published by an ever smaller number of news organisations most of which are based outside Wales. 

Governance and Accountability
Both specific governance arrangements for PSBs and the wider issue of media accountability to voters and license-fee payers have been persistent areas of critical debate in Wales during the period. Questions of governance and accountability have been addressed by numerous inquiries and reviews including (but not limited to) the National Assembly for Wales Communities, Equality and Local Government Committee’s Task and Finish Group on the future outlook for the media in Wales (2012); the Silk Commission on Devolution in Wales (2014); the National Assembly for Wales Communities, Equality and Local Government Committee’s Inquiry into the BBC Charter Review (2016); the Parliamentary Welsh Affairs Committee’s Broadcasting in Wales inquiry (2015-6); the BBC Trust’s (2015-6) service review of BBC nations’ radio and news on television and online, and the Clementi (2016) Review of the Governance and Regulation of the BBC. This list reveals how media policy in Wales has been the subject of discussion both across different governmental and legislative levels in Cardiff and in London, and also as a component element of much broader reviews often concerned with UK-wide reviews of governance arrangements. There is no single locale for the ownership of Welsh media policy. Moreover, the review of media policy in Wales tends to be shaped by the remits and policy logics of divergent reviews many of which emanate from outside Wales. Consequently, there is a real challenge in securing a cohesive and comprehensive analysis of Welsh media policy in its service to Wales specifically. 

The ideal of a nascent Welsh public sphere seems to struggle to emerge from the multi-level governmental framework which shapes Wales’ very visibility as a space for policy-making in its own right. One set of responses to this situation has been for advocates of a distinctly Welsh media policy to press for and defend Welsh representation on prominent governing bodies including the BBC Trust and OFCOM. For example, the Commission on Devolution in Wales noted that whilst Ofcom has offices in each of the UK nations together with an Advisory Committee for Wales, ‘Welsh input could be strengthened further by ensuring that Wales is represented on the Ofcom board. This should be through either a specific Board member for Wales or by designating responsibility for Wales to an existing Board member’s portfolio’ (2014: 99). Moreover, in the run-up to BBC Charter renewal, repeated concerns have been expressed in Wales that unless there is a specific Welsh representative on the governing body of the BBC, Welsh voices will not be heard by the Corporation. This representative model has been endorsed by the Clementi review:

the precedent of having representatives on the sovereign board of the BBC for Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland has been in place since 1952 and has provided an important link between the BBC and the Nations it serves […] the current practice of having members for the constituent Nations of the UK should remain in place (Clementi, 2016: 35)

Several researchers (Cushion et al 2009; Thomas et al 2004) have argued that prospects for an informed Welsh public sphere have been hampered by citizens’ dependency on UK news, most acutely so during Welsh Assembly elections. Prominent Welsh politicians including the former Presiding Officer of the National Assembly for Wales, Rosemary Butler AM, have identified lack of media coverage about the assembly as contributing directly to what has been termed in Welsh media policy discussions as a ‘democratic deficit.’ She defined the democratic deficit as ‘the gap in coverage that Welsh people face in the newspapers they read and the news programmes they watch. I believe it is one of the most profound problems facing the devolution process in Wales’ (Butler, 2014).  Politicians have a direct stake in ensuring that their political activities and campaigns are reported to the electorate, yet this has not translated into substantial concrete action by Welsh Government. In 2006, Andrews argued that ‘it is likely that the National Assembly will take an increasing interest in the media’ (p.191). However, in practice this interest has been slow to develop and even slower to lead to any discernible action or change. This is despite the publication in 2012 of a review by the Task and Finish Group on the future outlook for the media in Wales which listed 23 recommendations to Welsh Government, including a recommendation that:

The Welsh Government should establish an independent forum to advise on policy in relation to the media in Wales. The forum should draw on expertise from across the media sectors. Its purpose should be to look to the future and to advise on matters across all sections of the media (2012: 5) 

No such forum was established which is why four years later in March 2016, the same committee had to call again upon the Welsh government to establish
as a matter of priority, an independent media forum for Wales. The role of the forum should include, but not be limited to, reviewing, monitoring and evaluating Public Service Broadcasting provision in Wales and providing expert advice to the Welsh Government. It should draw on expertise from across the media sectors and academia (2016: 3).

At a slow pace there seem to be emerging a broad consensus from the National Assembly that it and the Welsh Government need to take a more active role in ensuring that the media in Wales is held to account by elected representatives. Evidence of this consensus is the establishment in June 2016 of the Welsh Language and Communications Committee in the National Assembly of Wales, and an announcement in the same month by Alun Davies AM (Minster for Lifelong Learning and Welsh language) that a new independent media forum for Wales is to be established in response to one of the recommendations of the Communities, Equality and Local Government Committee report on BBC Charter review. Nonetheless, this emerging consensus stops short of suggesting a plan for devolving powers over broadcasting to Cardiff from Westminster. This is one of the most striking examples of how media policy is being shaped (or arguably, being arrested) by the complex relationships between governmental levels which characterizes devolutionary politics. As Garnham reminds us,
‘[C]hanges in media structure and policy, whether these stem from economic developments or from public intervention, are properly political questions of as much importance as the question of whether or not to introduce proportional representation, of relations between local and national government, of subsidies to political parties […] politicians, political scientists and citizens concerned with the health and future of democracy neglect these issues at their peril’ (1990: 104).

Conclusion
When it comes to media policy and media power in Wales, the dominant paradigm is one of sustained contradiction. At a time when Wales as a democratic entity has never been more clearly defined, the sources of information for debate and scrutiny about our government, culture and identity are drying up. Yet Wales also has a history of effective media activism in the Welsh language which has succeeded in bringing about major policy change and industry development, most notably through the campaigns for and creation of S4C. Unfortunately, there has been little comparable activism - either in scale or efficacy to date - in favour of English-language media in Wales. We believe that the Wales Media Audit Report (2015) and responses to its recommendations is a significant step in addressing this relative absence and offers a robust evidence base from which to call for more comprehensive and sustained English-language content for Wales. Moreover, the establishment of the entirely voluntary membership of the IWA’s Media Policy Group together with its active intervention in research and public policy-making, testifies to the genuine potential for collaborative policy-making that draws together academics, professionals working within competing public service broadcasters, freelance workers, and regulators all of whom have a vested interest in seeing a plural, sustainable, and culturally responsive media landscape in Wales.
This essay has critically assessed the ecology of media policy in Wales, tracing both the principle areas of public debate including plurality, governance, and representation, and also the structures and relationships which shape policymaking within the multilevel government model that characterizes Wales as a devolved nation. UK devolution has been a rather idiosyncratic and often piecemeal process which is clearly far from over. Like all nations, Wales has its own distinct media preoccupations, cultural and linguistic concerns, and economic challenges. 




This article is based on research conducted as part of the Institute of Welsh Affairs’ Wales Media Audit (2015) supported by the Wales Institute of Social & Economic Research, Data & Methods (WISERD). WISERD is a collaborative venture between the Universities of Aberystwyth, Bangor, Cardiff, South Wales and Swansea. We acknowledge Angela Graham as chair of the Media Policy Group and Lee Waters AM as then Director of IWA.

Notes
iThis essay refers to Welsh media policy with an awareness of the problems of doing so given that powers over broadcast media are reserved to Westminster. 

ii.The Commission on Devolution in Wales is commonly referred to as the Silk Commission in light of its chair, Paul Silk.
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